SA geyser music system

we present SA geyser:

music system with intelligent simplicity
Simplicity and good sound. That is the essence of the music system SA geyser. You will find no
superfluous decoration and no strange features. Only good sound and functions are to understand.
A music system for adults who care about good experiences. All you need is to select two speakers.
SA geyser is a small and unusual music system, featuring extra ordinary sound quality and durability. The music system deserves to be used
with a pair of SA speakers where you can choose from wall-compact or floor speakers. A simple and convenient solution that is easy to use.
only necessary functions
Listen to CD, FM / AM radio, music from MP3 player, or WMA music files from a USB memory stick. You can connect two speakers, and if you
want: an active subwoofer. You can further connect a device (eg. computer or DVD player) and a power amplifier or active speakers.
clever adaptation of the sound
Instead of tone controls you will find a much more intelligent solution in SA geyser. At the touch of a single button you inform the music system if
you have wall- compact or floor speakers. SA geyser will then adjust itself in relation to the speaker type. Quite simple. Thus, the end to
experiment with tone controls, which rarely adjust the sound correctly

recommended
speakers for
SA geyser
the
history of
SA geyser

Here are some of the speakers that are
recommended in combination with SA geyser.

SA505. Availabl SA Jiffy. Available in
e in white paint, white and black paint.
black ash, maple
and cherry.

It began as an experiment in the spring
of 2008, as often with System Audio A/S
the question was: "What if ...?"
What if we build a music system from
scratch concentrating on features which
mean something instead of decoration and
questionable features? What if we go
against the flow and choose long-life
solutions? Several months of experiments
and listening tests provides the answer. .
not created as a normal music systems
SA geyser has been created with a single
purpose: the sound quality. Many want a
compact music system that is easy to live
with. SA has not been impressed with the
sound quality of many of the compact
music systems. There is simply not done
enough to create delicious sound quality as
we do in our speakers. So we had to make
a music system in a quality that matches
our speakers.

SA talent. Available in
white and black paint.

the name
Geyser symbolizes energy, surprise and
simplicity. So it was natural to name the
small music system after the fascinating
natural phenomenon.

SE200 active
subwoofer. Recommend
ed in rooms larger than
30 sqm. or if you want a
deeper and more
powerful reproduction
of bass.
.

SA510. Available in
white paint, black ash,
maple and cherry.

SA1530. Available in
white paint, black ash,
maple and cherry.

